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ABSTRACT: A novel ionic crosslinking sodium alginate (SA)/carboxymethylated bacterial cellulose (CM-BC) composite with a semi-

interpenetrating polymer network (semi-IPN) structure was developed in this study. The composite was prepared through the blend-

ing of an SA gel with CM-BC then crosslinking by Ca21 followed by a freeze-drying process. Scanning electron microscopy showed

the composite matrix organized in a three-dimensional network of CM-BC interpenetrated against SA molecular chains with a quan-

tity of calcium alginate microspheres upon the surface. The swelling ratios of the composite were enhanced by 183, 198, and 212%

with the supplementation of CM-BC weight fractions of 25, 50, and 75%, respectively; the swelling ratios changed with changing pH.

The tensile modulus, tensile strength, and elongation at break of SA were enhanced by 165, 152, and 188%, respectively, with the

addition of 50 wt % CM-BC. This study demonstrated that the semi-IPN structure dramatically changed the swelling and mechanical

properties of the composite, and the semi-IPN will be a promising candidate for biomedical applications such as wound dressings

and skin tissue engineering. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2014, 131, 39848.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a large number of research groups have been

dedicated to producing new and improved wound dressings

through the synthesis and modification of biocompatible mate-

rials.1–5 The goal of wound dressing is the production of an

ideal structure, which maintains a moist environment at the

wound interface, allows gaseous exchange, acts as a barrier to

microorganisms, and removes excess exudates.6 It should also

be nontoxic, easily removed without trauma, and machinable.

To reach this goal, wound-dressing materials must be selected

carefully, and their structure must be controlled to confirm that

they have has good barrier properties, swelling capacity, and

mechanical properties.

Alginate is a biomaterial that has found numerous applications

in biomedical science and engineering because of its favorable

properties, including biocompatibility and ease of gelation. An

alginate chain is composed of mannuronic acid (M units) and

guluronic acid (G units), arranged in blocks rich in G units,

blocks rich in M units, and blocks of alternating G and M units

[Scheme 1(a)], but only G blocks can be crosslinked by ionic

bonds. As alginate hydrogels gels retain a structural similarity to

the extracellular matrices in tissues, they have been particularly

attractive in wound healing,7–9 drug delivery,10–12 and tissue

engineering13,14 applications to date. However, the low mechani-

cal performances of hydrogels and matrices limit its practical

applications in the fields mentioned previously.15,16

Bacterial cellulose [BC; Scheme 1(b)], synthesized in abundance

by Acetobacter xylinum, shows a high mechanical strength and

remarkable physical properties that result from the unique

nanostructure of the never-dried (high-water-content) mem-

brane.17 Because of its unique nanostructure and properties, BC

is also a natural candidate for numerous medical and tissue-

engineered applications.18,19 In addition, more and more

research on its derivatives has been directed toward special

applications in the field of biomaterials. The synthesis of differ-

ent derivatives of BC, such as by acetylation, silylation, and car-

boxymethylation,20–24 with staggered degrees of substitution by

various chemical treatments, could open further possibilities for

new applications in different fields. For instance, carboxymethy-

lated bacterial cellulose (CM-BC), which is soluble in water

with high substitution degrees, has been used as a hemostatic
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material;25 it performs well with minor cuts but not with big

wounds.

In this study, BC specimens were crushed and went through a

carboxymethylation process to get CM-BC. From the mixture of

the CM-BC in sodium alginate (SA) sol and crosslinking by

Ca21 followed by a freeze-drying process, a novel ionic cross-

linking composite with semi-interpenetrating polymer network

(semi-IPN) was formed to take advantage of the mild gelation

performance and excellent swelling rate of SA. Meanwhile, the

CM-BC gained a perfect swelling ratio and promising biomedi-

cal functions, which were proven to have an ideal mechanical

reinforced phase in this semi-IPN structure. The three-

dimensional microstructure, crystallinity, morphology, thermo-

stability, swelling properties, and water-holding capacity were

characterized and compared. Moreover, changes in the physical

and mechanical properties caused by the addition of different

CM-BC weight fractions were also tested and compared.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

The BC used in this study was a gel-like cellulose pellicle

formed by A. xylinum AGR 60, which was kindly supplied by

the Hainan Yida Food Co., Ltd. As a pretreatment, BC speci-

mens were immersed in a 0.1 mol/L sodium hydroxide solution

for 60 min in a 90�C water bath to remove the bacterial cell

debris and were then thoroughly washed with deionized water

until they were neutral. The SA used in this study was pur-

chased from Tianjin Guangfu Fine Chemical Research Institute.

The rest of the regents used in the experiments were all analyti-

cal reagents.

Preparation of the CM-BC and SA/CM-BC Composites

The CM-BCs were prepared as follows. First, the BC specimens

were crushed to form a slurry with an ultrasonic cell crusher at

room temperature. After three solvent exchanges of water and

ethyl alcohol, the BC slurry (136 g of wet BC in 200 mL of

water/ethyl alcohol) was vigorously stirred by magnetic stirrers.

Then, aqueous sodium hydroxide (10%, 1200 mL) was added

over 30 min at room temperature. After 2 h, 75 g of sodium

chloroacetate was added over 30 min, and this mixed solution

was stirred in a water bath for 5 h at 55�C. When it was cooled,

we filtered the mixed solution and neutralized it with 10% ace-

tic acid. After the repeated addition of deionized water and cen-

trifuging, the product was obtained.

The SA and SA/CM-BC composite with a crosslinking semi-

IPN were prepared. First, SA (2.0% w/v) and CM-BC were dis-

solved in deionized water with weight fractions of 0, 25, 50, and

75% to form a gel-like solution under thorough magnetic stir-

ring. Then, the gel-like solutions were placed in 96-well culture

plates, crosslinked by an aqueous solution of 2.0% CaCl2 via a

fog sprayer, and rinsed with deionized water to remove excess

chlorides. Third, both of the composites were prefrozen for 12

h before they experienced a freeze-drying process for 24 h.

The degree of substitution of CM-BC was tested by acid–base

titration. After vacuum drying at 110�C, 0.1 g of CM-BC was dis-

solved in 50 mL of water, and we added 30 mL of a 0.105 mol/L

hydrochloric acid solution. Then, 1–2 drops of phenolphthalein

were added after 0.5 h, and a 0.095 mol/L sodium hydroxide

solution was used as a titrant until the mixed solution turned

pink. The volume of the sodium hydroxide solution consumed

was recorded as V, and the degree of substitution (DS) of CM-BC

was then calculated according to the following equation:

DS 5 162m= m258Bð Þ½ � (1)

where B represents the molar weight of sodium hydroxide

reacted with carboxyl group is equal to (0.095V 2 0.105 3 30)

3 1023 and m represents the weight of CM-BC.

Characterization of the CM-BC and Composites

Chemical structure information was gathered by Fourier trans-

form infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Nicolet 750) with a range

of frequency from 4000 to 450 cm21 and a resolution of 4

cm21. The chemical structures of CM-BC and BC were tested

in this way.

X-ray diffraction (XRD; D/MAX-RB, 20 kV, 40 mA) with Cu Ka
radiation (k 5 0.154 nm) was used to examine the crystal structure

of the samples. The range of diffraction angles (2hs) was 10–60�.

The microstructures of SA and SA/CM-BC (25, 50, and 75%)

were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Apollo

300, 10 kV). All of the samples were freeze-dried and coated

with a thin layer of gold in a sputter coater in advance.

Thermogravimetric analysis essays were carried out with a Shi-

madzu TGA 50 analyzer equipped with a platinum cell. The

Scheme 1. Chemical structures of the (a) G-block, M-block, and alternating block in alginate and (b) cellulose molecule.
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samples (10–15 mg) went through a freeze-drying process

before they were heated at a constant rate of 10�C/min from

room temperature to 800�C under a nitrogen flow of 20 mL/

min. The thermal decomposition temperature was taken as the

onset of significant at 5% weight loss after the initial moisture

loss.

Swelling Properties and Water-Holding Capacity

To measure the swelling properties of these composites, each

kind of preweighed freeze-dried sample (SA, SA/CM-BC25, SA/

CM-BC50, and SA/CM-BC75, cylinder height 5 5 mm, cylinder

diameter 5 30 mm) was immersed in deionized water for a suf-

ficient time to completely swell up. The sheets were then taken

out of the storage container with tweezers. The samples were

put in a sieve, quickly shaken twice to remove the surface water,

and then weighed. The SA/CM-BC50 swelling test at pH values

of 2.32, 6.91, and 10.83 (adjusted by the addition of 0.1 mol/L

HCl and NaOH solutions) was also carried out in this way. All

testing was run in triplicate, and the equilibrium water content

was determined with the following equation:

Swelling ratio 5 Ww2Wdð Þ=Wd (2)

where Ww and Wd represent the weights of wet and dry sam-

ples, respectively.

When the weight of these wet sponges was measured, the com-

posites were conditioned in a constant-temperature humidity

chamber (relative humidity 5 30%, 37�C) to measure the weight

loss every hour; then, we evaluated the holding capacity of the

composite.

Physical and Mechanical Properties

The bulk density of the composite (qf) was calculated with eq.

(3):

qf 5W0=V0 (3)

where W0 is the weight of the composite and V0 is the volume

of the composite, which was measured with the Buoyancy-based

method of Raskin26 and Thomson and Armstrong.26,27 Briefly,

the samples were conditioned at room temperature (25�C) for

24 h and cut into blocks approximately 2–3-cm long. They were

then infiltrated with 99% ethanol in a Petri dish under near

vacuum (<200 mBar) for over 5 min in a vacuum oven. Subse-

quently, the block sample was weighed in a 10-mL test tube and

recorded as W1 and weighed again after ethanol was filled in

the tube and recorded as W2. V0 was calculated from eq. (4):

V05102 W22W1ð Þ=qethanol½ � (4)

where qethanol is the density of ethanol and is 0.79 g/cm3 at

room temperature. The density of the solid material that con-

structed the composite (qs) was calculated from eq. (5):

qs5 1= lf =qCM-BC2 12lf =qSA

� ih on
(5)

where lf is the weight fraction of CM-BC in the composite.

qCM-BC and qSA refer to the densities of CM-BC and 2 wt % SA

and were 1.08 and 0.42 g/cm3. The porosity of the composites

was calculated from eq. (6):

Porosity512qf =qs (6)

The compressive and tensile properties of the SA and SA/CM-

BC composites were determined with a TA.XT Plus Texture

Analyzer with the A/TG tensile grips and P/75 compression

platens, respectively. Tensile and compressive experiments were

performed at a speed of 2 mm/s at room temperature. The ten-

sile samples were rectangular strips (45 3 7 3 3 mm3), whereas

the compressive samples were cylinders (15 3 13 mm2) for the

composites.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Formation of the CM-BC and Composites with a

Crosslinking Semi-IPN

Scheme 2(a) shows the preparation scheme for CM-BC. The DS

of the product was 0.24. We mixed CM-BC in the alginate sol

through strong stirring; the G blocks in different alginate chains

formed ionic crosslinks through Ca21 irons. Meanwhile, the

CM-BC distributed in that sol was covered and fastened up

between the crosslinked G blocks; this resulted in a interlaced

network that consisted of calcium alginate and CM-BC. In

addition, the surface of these CaCl2 fog drops rained on the

CM-BC were inverse-phrase crosslinked by the alginate covered

Scheme 2. Formation process for (a) the preparation of CM-BC and (b) the composite with a semi-IPN structure. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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on the CM-BC and formed numbers of calcium alginate micro-

spheres filled in the CM-BC network [Scheme 2(b)]. In this

way, an SA/CM-BC composite with this special semi-IPN struc-

ture was developed.

Figure 1 shows sample pictures of SA, SA/CM-BC25, SA/CM-

BC50, and SA/CM-BC75. Obviously, these hydrous cylindrical

samples became more and more regular and opaque with the

addition of CM-BC. Compared with the other three composites,

the SA samples seemingly had the lowest bearing strength, as

they could hardly stand up themselves after they were taken out

of the mold, whereas the SA/CM-BC samples had good struc-

tural stability in both the hydrous and anhydrous states. More-

over, all of the samples contracted as time passed, and the

percentage contraction decreased with the addition of CM-BC.

Finally, all of the hydrous samples went through a freeze-drying

process to remove free water inside and formed a porous

structure.

Characterization of the CM-BC and Composites

SEM. The surface morphology of the BC and CM-BC are shown

in Figure 2. It was obvious that the BC fiber diameters became

thicker and tended to gather into bundles. Figure 2(a–d) shows

the surface SEM images of the SA and SA/CM-BC25, SA/CM-

BC50, and SA/CM-BC75 composites. The CM-BC was found to

interpenetrate against SA molecular chains, and the surface of the

SA and SA/CM-BC piled up with calcium alginate microspheres;

its size fell in the range 1–5 lm. The microspheres almost cov-

ered the surface of the remaining SA without a small opening

and formed a compact layer. The calcium alginate microspheres

filled in the debris with the addition of CM-BC debris and CM-

BC50 had many more openings on the surface than those of

CM-BC25 [Figure 2(b)]. The surface microstructure of the SA/

CM-BC was totally different from that of bacterial cellulose/algi-

nate (BCA)28,29 because of the chemical modification of BC.

These microspheres may be used as drug-carrying microsphere

through the blending of the drug with CaCl2.

Figure 2(e–h) shows the cross-sectional SEM images of the SA

and SA/CM-BC25, SA/CM-BC50, and SA/CM-BC75 compo-

sites. The SEM micrographs showed composites with a three-

dimensional interconnection structure throughout; the pore

size of the composites fell in the range 80–600 lm, which is

suitable for use in skin tissue engineering. The cross section of

SA presented a cellular-like structure [Figure 2(e)]. With

increasing CM-BC, a less favorable cellular structure in the

composite formed, and pore size became gradually irregular

[Figure 2(g,h)].

After the ionic crosslinking and freeze-drying treatment, an SA/

CM-BC composite with a crosslinking semi-IPN structure was

obtained. In addition, the SA/CM-BC composites had an asym-

metric structure consisting of a top skin layer and a spongelike

porous layer. The existence of good biocompatibility in the

CM-BC and the ill cellular structure provided great probability

for applications in tissue engineering.

Figure 1. Photographs of SA, SA/CM-BC25, SA/CM-BC50, and SA/CM-BC75. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of the BC (surface), CM-BC (surface), and SA/CM-BC composites [(top) surfaces and (bottom) cross sections] with differ-

ent CM-BC weight fractions: (a,e) SA/CM-BC0, (b,f) SA/CM-BC25, (c,g) SA/CM-BC50, and (d,h) SA/CM-BC75.
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FTIR Analysis. Figure 3(a,b) shows the FTIR spectra of the

CM-BC, BC, and SA. The hydroxyl groups on the BC molecular

chain converted to carboxymethyl groups after carboxymethyla-

tion. For BC, there were three absorption peaks at 3370, 2900,

and 1060 cm21; these peaks corresponded to the stretching

vibrations of the m(AOH), m(ACH2), and m(CAO) groups,

respectively. In a comparison of the FTIR curve of the original

BC with that of CM-BC, new absorption peaks appeared at

1580 and 1415 cm21 and were assigned to the C@O stretching

vibrations of the carboxymethyl group after carboxymethylation;

this indicated the successful branch joint of the carboxymethyl

group on the BC molecular chain.

The SA/CM-BC composites exhibited characteristic absorption

bands, with the appearance of no new peaks or the disappear-

ance of any peaks associated with the parent molecules, as

shown in Figure 4. The carboxymethyl group bands of the CM-

BC were shifted from 1580 to 1540 and 1415 to 1467 cm21.

This shift was attributed to intermolecular interactions between

the hydroxyl groups of cellulose and carboxyl groups of SA; this

might have disrupted the hydrogen bonding between CM-BC.

XRD Analysis. Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of the BC,

CM-BC, SA, and SA/CM-BC composites with CM-BC weight

fractions of 25, 50, and 75. BC showed an XRD pattern with

strong peaks at 2h 14.6, 16.5, and 22.5�; this corresponded to

the typical profile of a cellulose I allomorph. After carboxyme-

thylation, the CM-BC showed characteristic 2h peaks at 31.7

and 45.4�; this indicated that the carboxymethylation process

dramatically changed the structure of BC. The XRD pattern of

the SA/CM-BC composites showed typical diffraction-peak

superposition of both the CM-BC nanofibers and SA, and when

more CM-BC was added, the peaks at 2h values of 31.7 and

45.4� became more pronounced.

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of the (a) BC and CM-BC and (b) SA. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of SA/CM-BC composites with different weight fractions ranging from (a) 800 to 3200 and (b) 1300 to 1800 cm21. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Thermal Properties. Thermogravimetric analysis of the compo-

sites was carried out to assess their thermal stability and degra-

dation profiles. Similar to that of BC, the thermogravimetry

(TG) curve of CM-BC exhibited three distinct decomposition

steps. The first corresponded to water loss, whereas the second

was attributed to the decomposition of the cellulose backbone.

The TG curves of both SA/CM-BC composites revealed that

there were two weight loss steps that were related to the water

elimination and the thermal degradation of both CM-BC and

SA [Figure 6(a,b)].

The onset degradation temperatures of SA, BC, CM-BC, SA/

CM-BC25, SA/CM-BC50, and SA/CM-BC75 were 146, 252, 243,

165, 178, and 187�C, respectively. It was obvious that the onset

degradation temperature of BC declined after carboxymethyla-

tion, and the residues increased at the same time; this could

have been due to the breaking of the fiber of BC and the emer-

gence of carboxymethyl groups on the BC molecular chain. The

composites showed lower onset degradation temperatures than

the CM-BC because of the loss of intermolecular hydrogen

bonds of cellulose by the presence of SA. On the other hand,

the SA deposited on the CM-BC fiber surface started to decom-

pose at higher temperatures (increasing to 15, 32, and 41�C)

when compared with pure SA. Moreover, the increase in the

CM-BC content resulted in considerable increases in the maxi-

mum degradation temperature of 49, 57, and 99�C, respectively

[Figure 6(b)]. Both phenomena could be explained by the

higher stability of the CM-BC fiber substrates and, particularly,

by the excellent compatibility between the two carbohydrate

components of the composites. In addition, in the TG curves,

except for CM-BC, all of the other samples presented a residual

mass of about 60% or more; this may have been due to the SA

gel coating on the fiber chain, which delayed the degradation

process. Compared with other cellulose substrates in the poly-

meric matrices,30,31 regardless of the fact that higher reinforcing

agent contents were normally used, the effects observed were

much less pronounced than the values reported here.

Swelling Properties and Water-Holding Capacity

Figure 7(a) shows the swelling ratio of SA/CM-BC with different

CM-BC weight fractions. The SA swelled rapidly and achieved a

quick equilibrium within 3–4 min. The finally weight was approx-

imately 6.6 times its weight in dry. The supplement of CM-BC,

which had an excellent water absorption capacity (14.7 times its

dry weight), resulted in an increase in the swelling ratio but

slowed down the process of swelling. For example, the equilibrium

weights of SA/CM-BC25, SA/CM-BC50, and SA/CM-BC75 were

12.1, 13.0, and 14.0%, respectively, of their dry weight but took

about 5, 7, and 12 min, respectively, to achieve equilibrium, as

shown in Figure 7(b). It has been reported that blending with algi-

nate could disrupt the hydrogen bonding between the CM-BC;

this may have been another for the increase in the swelling ability.

The investigation of the SA/CM-BC50 composite swelling behav-

ior as a function of time was also performed in phosphate buffer

at pH 2.32, 6.91, and 10.83 [Figure 7(c)]. It was obvious from

their dynamic swelling profiles that the alkaline condition led to

swelling, whereas the acidic condition lowered the swelling degree.

That was precisely attributed to the reduced osmotic pressure of

the network for swelling due to protonation of carboxyl groups,

which resulted in a decrease in the free counterions of Na1.

Figure 7(d) shows the water-holding capacities of SA/CM-BC

with different CM-BC weight fractions. The water-holding

Figure 5. XRD patterns of the BC, CM-BC, SA/CM-BC composites with

different CM-BC weight fractions, and SA. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6. (a) TG and (b) derivative TG curves for the SA, BC, CM-BC, and SA/CM-BC composites. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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capacity of composites is also an important criterion in many

practical applications. The results of the water-holding capacity

experiments, performed at 30% relative humidity and 37�C,

showed an increase in the water-holding time and almost the

same rates of water loss with the supplementation of CM-BC in

the composites. The SA/CM-BC25, SA/CM-BC50, and SA/CM-

BC75 composites achieved adsorption equilibrium after 8, 9, and

10 h, respectively, whereas the performance of SA approached

equilibrium after about 6.5 h. Obviously, the water-holding

capacity increased with the supplementation of CM-BC.

Physical and Mechanical Properties

The SA and SA/CM-BC (25, 50, and 75) composites were sub-

ject to both compressive and tensile tests. Typical stress–strain

curves of the samples are depicted in Figure 8(a,b). The changes

in the compressive and tensile properties of the composites

Figure 7. Swelling behaviors of the SA/CM-BC composites: (a) maximum swelling ratio, (b) swelling behaviors at pH 7.0 with different CM-BC weight

fractions, (c) swelling behaviors of SA/CM-BC50 at different pHs, and (d) water loss behaviors of the SA/CM-BC composites with different CM-BC

weight fractions, where k represents the gradient of the fitted lines. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 8. Mechanical properties of the SA and SA/CM-BC: (a) compressive stress–strain graphs and (b) tensile stress–strain graphs, where r is compres-

sive strength, the corresponding strain is f. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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induced by the addition of CM-BC are summarized in Figure 9.

The data of the physical and mechanical properties of both

materials are summarized in Table I.

As shown in Figure 8(a), the compressive stress–strain curves

showed linear elasticity at low strains, followed by a plateaulike

region, and approached a cellular solid structure.32 The com-

pressive strength was determined from the intersection point of

the linear line for obtaining the compressive modulus and the

linear regression of the collapse plateau regime. When the cells

had almost completely collapsed, the opposing cell walls were in

contact, and further strain compressed the solid itself. This was

the densification regime in which the stress rose steeply with

strain. The stress–strain curve of SA moved upward with the

addition of CM-BC in both tests; this indicated the enhance-

ment of the compression modulus but a decrease in the com-

pressive strength due to a less favorable cellular structure.

However, the toughness was obviously enhanced as the maxi-

mum compressive increased hugely and changed the brittleness

of SA.

Figure 8(b) shows the tensile stress–strain graphs of the SA and

SA/CM-BC composites. For SA/CM-BC25, SA/CM-BC50, and

SA/CM-BC75, the tensile strengths were 136, 152, and 329% of

the original values for SA (Table I). Both of the materials

showed elastic deformation only under strains of about 0.025%

in the tensile tests. The reduction in the tensile modulus from

CM-BC50 to CM-BC75 might have been due to the better CM-

BC dispersion in the former, which was favorable for load trans-

fer. The elongation at break showed the same behavior; it

increased in ductility with the presence of CM-BC but not CM-

BC75 (Table I). Obviously, SA played the adhesive role and held

CM-BC together; the decrement of SA led to a decrease in the

cohesive force and, thus, the ductility of this composite. Not-

withstanding, even in CM-BC75, the elongation at break was

still higher than that of SA. With the supplementation of CM-

BC, the porosity increased and led to a much smaller (Table I)

and irregular, ill-defined cellular structure in the composite.

Similar to this phenomenon, the porosity of the BC/chitosan

composite33 demonstrated the same regularity as well but was

higher (ca. 97%). In addition, it was surprising that the change

rules of the compressive and tensile strength were opposite for

the CM-BC/SA composite (similar to BCA34), both of these two

mechanical properties declined with the supplementation of

CM-BC, but when the content of CM-BC was up to 75%, they

increased significantly.

However, the mechanical properties of this composite did not

decrease but rather improved dramatically. This may indicate

that these irregular ill-defined cellular had a much better bear-

ing capacity with the existence of CM-BC.

CONCLUSIONS

From the blending of SA with CM-BC and then crosslinking by

calcium ions followed by a freeze-drying process, one novel

composite was prepared, in which the CM-BC interpenetrated

against SA molecular chains and formed a semi-IPN. The

swelling ratios of SA were enhanced by 183, 198, and 212%,

respectively, with the addition of CM-BC25, CM-BC50, and

CM-BC75 without any obvious changes in the water-holding

capacity. The tensile modulus, tensile strength, and elongation

at break were improved by 165, 152, and 188% with the addi-

tion of CM-BC50. The increase in these properties was attrib-

uted to the formation of the crosslinking semi-IPN, which

showed a compact ionic crosslinking surface and a tough,

ill-defined cellular structure with the addition of CM-BC. The

formation of this special structure dramatically improved the

swelling and thermal and mechanical properties of the compos-

ite. Further work on its biodegradation, cellular biocompatibil-

ity, and blood compatibility is underway to determine this

material’s practical applicability in wound dressings and skin

tissue engineering.
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Table I. Physical and Mechanical Properties of the SA/CM-BC Composites

Sample qs (g/cm3) qs/qf

Porosity
(%)

Elongation at
break (%)

Tensile E
(MPa)

Compressive
E (MPa)

Tensile
strength (kPa)

Compressive
strength (kPa)

SA 0.42 0.22 78.3 4.47 1.41 6 0.08 0.10 6 0.01 144.25 6 1.17 37.10 6 1.01

SA/CM-BC25 0.50 0.15 84.6 6.66 2.29 6 0.03 0.14 6 0.03 195.91 6 1.24 21.49 6 2.43

SA/CM-BC50 0.61 0.14 85.1 8.24 2.33 6 0.03 0.25 6 0.05 219.66 6 1.13 24.86 6 4.54

SA/CM-BC75 0.78 0.10 89.8 5.68 2.15 6 0.01 0.56 6 0.01 474.33 6 2.09 70.72 6 2.66

E represents the modulus.
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